Raman scattering by electron-hole excitations in conducting materials consists in a huge signal which frequency dependence is rather linear at low frequency and slowly decreasing at high frequency. This contribution, first revealed on rough Ag surfaces [S1] has been analyzed experimentally [S2, S3]. Very recently it has been accounted for theoretically [S3] using an approach developed for Raman scattering in dirty metals [S4]. Let us briefly record the main salient features of this theoretical approach. An elementary electronic Raman scattering process in a metal consists in the excitation of an electron from below to above the Fermi level. In the particular case of bulk noble metals, electronic Raman scattering is expected to be negligible because such intraband excitation is forbidden due to momentum conservation rules. In a finite size system or a rough surface, this barrier is lifted and a continuum of electronic excitations become Raman active. The corresponding normalized and temperature-corrected Raman intensity for both Stokes and anti-Stokes processes, can be written as [S3-S5]:
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where = * / is an "effective" collision time, the Fermi velocity and * the corresponding electronic mean free path between collisions. To ensure that the background of the spectra reported in Fig. 3 (b) are really due to such electronic contribution, we have analyzed it over an extended frequency range. An example of this contribution for the thickest sample D is reported in Fig. S1 and has been obtained as follows. First, the signal recorded within the same experimental conditions on sample S (originating in the SiO2/Si substrate) has been subtracted. Second, the resulting spectrum has been corrected for the Bose factor and set-up response, using equation (1).
The final spectrum reported in Fig. S1 has been fitted with the theoretical expression given by equation (S1), using as the only adjustable parameter. The theory is in remarkable agreement with the experiment, apart for two bands (marked with blue arrows in Fig. S1 ). They correspond to SERS by C-C bonds of some contaminating organic molecules deposited on the sample. The maximum of the electronic Raman spectrum is observed for a shift around 1700 cm -1 . From this value one gets ≈ 3.1 fs and * ≈ 4.4 nm which can be considered as a reasonable value in Au NPs presenting a wide size distribution at the nanoscale (see Table 1 ), with shape irregularities and suspected twins. Indeed it has been shown that * gives a measure of the grain size or the distance characteristic of internal defects or surface roughness, all of them limiting the electronic mean free path [S3] . This value of would correspond to a broadening of the plasmon resonance, = ℏ/ ≈ 210 meV. One can independently estimate this broadening from the half width Δλ of the transverse plasmon peak located at = 530 nm (i.e. = 2.40 eV) for sample D (see inset in Fig. 2 ). With Δλ ≈ 50 nm, one indeed obtains a good support for our interpretation as we gets: = × (Δλ/ ) ≈ 230 meV. It is important to note that our interpretation of the so-called "background" in SERS spectra discards here the role of photoluminescence processes. The role of ligands in colloidal solutions or defects in the surrounding matrix is irrelevant in the present case. However, two-photon-induced photoluminescence has been observed in gold nanorods corresponding to interband transitions at the L or X points of the Brillouin zone, located around 550 or 650 nm respectively [S6] . The corresponding Raman shifts would be around 650 or 2450 cm -1 but no structure is observed in [S1] Akemann, W., Otto, A. & Schober, H. R. Raman scattering by bulk phonons in microcrystalline silver and copper via electronic surface excitations. Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 5050 (1997) .
